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ABSTRACT Also, a process known as Catalytic Extraction
Processing (CEP) has recently been developed for

A facility has been developed to study the the treatment of both chemical and adioactive
explosive interactions of gas-water injection into a waste.' This process, under select circumstances,
molten tin pool. The experimental apparatus allows may result in conditions that have an elevated risk
for variable nitrogen gas and water injection into for coolant injection geometry FCIs.
the base of a steel tank containing up to 25 kg of
molten tin. Due to the opaque nature of the molten In this process, a waste steam is injected into
metal-gas-water mixture and steel tank, a a pool of molten metal, such as iron, together with
visualization and measurement technique using streams of catalysts to promote the cracking of the
continuous high energy x-rays had to be developed. waste substance into less hazardous constituents
Visualization of the multiphase mixture can be which may be subsequently recycled or minimized
done at 220 Hz with 256x256 pixel resolution or at in volume. If one of the injected streams were to
30 Hz with 480x1128 pixel resolution. These include a liquid, the possibility of producing an
images are stored digitally and subsequently energetic interaction must be assessed to ensure
processed to obtain two dimensional mappings of personnel and equipment safety. Therefore, we
the chordal average void fraction in the mixture. have undertaken the development of a facility to
The image processing method has been used to study coolant injection mode vapor explosions
measure void fraction in experiments that did not using molten tin as the fuel material with injected
include water in the injection mixture. This work streams of nitrogen gas and water.
includes a comparison to previous studies of
integral void fraction data in pools of molten metal The objectives of this study are to develop a
with gas injection. system to measure the void fraction in a

multiphase mixture including molten metal, to
1. INT]RODUCTION investigate the fluid dynamics of gas and coolant

injection into a molten metal, and to determine the
When a cold volatile liquid, such as water, is conditions under which explosive interactions are

brought into contact with a hot liquid or fuel, for least probable or suppressed in the coolant
example a molten metal, that is at a temperature injection geometry. This paper specifically
significantly above the colder liquid's boiling describes a unique technique developed for
point, an explosive thermal interaction may occur. visualization of the mixture and the transient
These fuel-coolant interactions (FCI) have been measurement of two dimensional void fraction.
observed in several industries including paper
production, aluminum casting and other metal II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
foundries, transport of liquefied natural gas, and in
postulated severe nuclear accidents. The experimental apparatus, shown in figure 

includes a stainless steel test section with an
The majority of these incidents have been in a inside volume of 18 cm (width) x 10 cm (depth) 

fuel pouring or stratified geometry and the majority 76 cm (height). Nitrogen gas and water can be
of both the theoretical and experimental studies of injected from two injection ports (tuyeres) in the
this phenomenon have consequently concentrated base of the test section. Each of these ports
on these geometries. A few early studies of vapor includes two concentric tubes, as shown in figure
explosions with coolant injection geometry have 2, with inner diameters of 04 cm and 02 cm for
demonstrated the ability to generate energetic the outer and inner tubes respectively. The inner
reactions in this configuration, but this work was tube may be switched remotely from gas to water
limited.` Some nuclear reactor core catcher and back, while the outer tube (annular region is
desi2ns, have recently been proposed that have limited to gas injection only. The nitrogen gas is
increased the interest in coolant injection FCIs.' supplied by a as cylinder via a pressure regulator,
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while the water is pumped from a storage tank with hieh resolution camera (Paultek Systems, Inc.,
a variable speed, gear pump driven y a direct 1 28 x 480 l5ixels) allows for a frame rate of 30 Hz
current motor. Nitrogen cyas supply pressure and while a low resolution camera (Dalsa model CA-
pump speed are preset and can only be altered DI 0256. 256 x 256 pixels) allows for frame rates
manually. his requires entry into the experimental up to 220 Hz. The images are digitized at a 16
facility which is limited due to the use of high MHz rate and stored with a frame -rabber with 64
energy x-rays as a diagnostic tool. Mb of RAM (Epix 4Me- Video Model 12). The

frame grabber's memory capacity limits the total
The test section is preheated to 573 K using 6 number of frames that can be stored in any given

kW of resistance heaters on the stainless steel test sequence to 120 frames with the Paultek camera or
section's outside surface. hen gas injection 1000 frames with the Dalsa camera. This
through both the central and outer tubes is initiated corresponds to approximately four seconds of real-
immediately prior to molten tin introduction- the time data. Following image sequence capture the
tin is poured through the top opening of the test series of frames may be transferred to either video
section from a resistively heated furnace held at tape or a digital storage device.
1273 K. A minimum gas flow must be maintained
at a rate high enough to prevent back flow of the The cameras, image intensifier, lenses, and
molten tin into the injection ports and below a glass screen are enclosed in a lead shielded, light
maximum rate above which molten tin splashes ti-ht, enclosure. This enclosure limits the radiation
out the top of the open test section. Following the exposure of the electronic components and protects
tin introduction, the central tube flow may be the equipment from an unexpected explosive
switched remotely to water, at a preset flow rate, interaction. The mounting of the equipment in the
while gas flow is maintained in the annular tubing. enclosure maintains camera alignment and allows

for remote focusing by adjusting the camera to
The test section is imaged using a continuous screen distance. This enclosure sits on a fixed

spectrum x-ray source (Varian Linatron 3000A) at support, but modifications are underway to mount
a peak energy of 9 MeV and an on-axis dose rate the enclosure on a scissor lift table that will allow
one meter from the source of 30 Gy/min. The x-ray vertical movement of the imaging system.
source pulses at approximately 270 Hz at this dose
rate. The pulse frequency may be synchronized III. VISUALIZATION AND VOID FRACTION
with the imaging system so that a set number of MEASUREMENT
pulses is collected for each frame. The focal spot
for this x-ray source is less than 2 mm. The x-ray X-rays have been used successfully in the
head has a collimator with a right cone shape and visualization of vapor explosion phenomena and
a total angle of 300. The beam asymmetry does not the measurement of void fraction by several
exceed ±5% at ±7.5' off the central beam axis. authors. One example of the use of a flash x-ray
The x-ray head is mounted on a scissor lift table source is the visualization of the fragmentation
that allows it to be moved vertically and aligned process in single droplet vapor explosions by
with the image collection system described below. Ciccarelli and Frost.' A recent use of flash x-rays

to measure void fraction was the study of hot
Images are collected using an x-ray sensitive, particles plunging into water by Angelini et al.9"

terbium activated, 12 mm thick, glass screen with But, the use of a continuous source of x-rays for
an aluminized coating (Industrial Quality Type the measurement of void fraction in molten metal
301). This material has an improved signal-to- systems of the size in this study and at these frame
noise ratio over the more commonly used rates is unique and has not been performed
gadolinium oxysulfide due to improved x-ray previously. Imaging through up to 10 cm of molten
absorption at the energies used in this study. The tin and an additional 25 cm of structural steel
screen is 20 cm (width) x 15 cm (height) which requires a high energy beam and high dose rate to
allows for visualization of the entire test section -et data that can be used in quantitative analysis.
width. The screen has an x-ray to light conversion
efficiency of approximately 0.1 foot-lamberts per The stored images are processed by first
R/sec for x-rays of this energy. The /e decay time subtracting a constant representing the dark current
of the alass screen is approximately 3 msec. from each pixel in both the frame of interest and

an image of the empty test section. This constant
The ima2es created are reflected off the was estimated for the Paultek camera, which was

mirror, as shown in fioure 3 into a 25 mm, Gen II the camera used for the data reported, by obtaining
Micro Channel Plate, invertin- image intensifier a 120 image sequence with the x-ray source
which is coupled to one of two CCD cameras. A operating at full power but with the lens of the
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imace intensifier covered to prevent light produced The difficulty in the data reduction is in
by the x-ray sensitive screen from entering the determining how to compensate for the scatter of
intensifier. The distribution of gray levels in these x-rays, which is significant in a system such as
imaaes was measured and the constant ours that is several mean free paths thick. If the
representing the dark current for the Paultek scatter is relatively uniform throughout the imaging
camera was estimated at 11.5 ± 13. plane, the slope of the linear relationship between

the subtracted image's ray level and the chordal
Then the natural lo-arithm is taken of the amount of tin will be maintained, but the intercept

frame of interest. Due to the exponential nature of of the calibration line will shift. Therefore, the
the interaction of x-rays with matter, this results in observed gray levels for a given void fraction may
an image in which the gray level is directly be dependent not only on the magnitude of the
proportional to the thickness of the material void fraction but also on the distribution of the
throuah which the beam has passed. Next, the voids within the test section. Thus a method of
natural logarithm of an image of the empty test calibration is required during each individual
section, taken immediately prior to molten tin frame. Since the glass screen used for imaging is
introduction, is subtracted from the logarithm of only as wide as the test section the use of pre-
the frame being analyzed. The subtraction removes fabricated tin calibration samples is precluded if
any non-linearity in the image due to the x-ray and the entire test section is to be imaged.
imaging systems or the geometry of the apparatus.

C Z� 91
Since the production of secondary radiation from It was decided to calibrate the measurements
the test section structure is small, this technique in each frame using two points that could be
also accounts for the attenuation that occurs in the determined from each individual image. First, the
structure of the test section. darkest pixel band, that has at least 500 pixels, is

assumed to be 0% void. Tis is considered a valid
The value of each pixel in the subtracted assumption since the location at which this is

image is dependent on the material the x-ray beam observed in the images corresponds to regions
must traverse when traveling from the source to the where mixing is expected to be minimal and the
x-ray sensitive, glass screen. At an average energy void fraction should be 0%. The number of pixels
of approximately 3 MeV water, water vapor, and in this band is usually greater than 1000. Then a
nitrogen gas are undetectable and the intensity of region above the level of the multiphase mixture is
the pixel (gray level) is only dependent on the used to obtain the gray level for 100% void in
amount of tin in the beam path and the magnitude experimental runs of less than 15 kg tin where such
of scatter present in the imaging plane. Equation I a region is visible. When larger amounts of tin are
describes this relationship, where the tin thickness, used a square steel tube is used to create an
xs�, is the product of tin density and the portion of artificial reaion with 100% void. This is apparent
the chordal path length consisting of tin. in the upper right side of fgure 4 which is anC� . .

image from gas injection into 21 kg of molten tin.
A linear relationship between these two points is
used to relate the spectrum of gray levels produced

- =B.e P (1) in the image to the chordal average amount of tin.

empt� A second method that used a step wedge of solid

tin, imaged prior to the experiment, to determine
In this manner the image can be thought of as the slope of the calibration line and the 500 pixel

a two dimensional mapping of the chordal average band to set one point on the line, showed excellent

amount of tin, along the beam path. If one assumes agreement with the first method. This provides

that the water, water vapor and gas are a single some evidence that the linear relationship is a

component of the mixture, then the tin choll valid assumption.

average can be related to the void fraction as:

An example of a two dimensional map of void

a Xsn (2) fraction is shown in figure for an experiment that

X0 involved as injection into I I kg of molten tin.
Twelve gray levels in the image represent equal

where x. is the amount of tin present for void bands of void fraction between 0% and 100%. For

at the particular experimental conditions. Taking example, the darkest gray level represents a void
fraction band of 08.3% while the next ray level

into account the thermal expansion of the test
section, for a typical experimental run, with a represents 84-16.6% and so on. The integral or

molten tin temperature of 688 K, x. is 73.6 -/cm2. average void fraction for the ima2e can be
obtained bv calculating an averaae aray level
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weighted by the number of pixels at each level inC Yure
the ima e. The conditions exhibited in fiL SNR
represent an average void fraction of 25.9% for the
entire volume. 1+ + 4

F9 I � J 2 91 29 3
IV. NOISE AND UNSHARPNESS (5)

Although image quality is frequently discussed where 9,1 92, and 93 are the aains of the (ass
on the basis of sharpness and contrast, these are screen, image intensifier and camera
poor quantities for a quantitative analysis of the respectively." The ain of the camera includes the
errors involved in void fraction measurement. A light collection efficiency of the camera lens
better measure is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which is dependent on lens magnification, m, lens
defined as transmission, T, and the ratio of focal length to

lens diameter, f." The light to electron conversion

(II 2 ratio, C, of the camera is also included as

SNR SD (3)

M93 = M + 2 -4f (6)
where 1, is the back-round or 100% void signal, 1,

is the siznal of interest, and SD is the standard 'Me final step in the imaging chain is the
deviation of 1,-11 M

digitization that occurs in the CCD camera. This
If one assumes that the energy distfibution of increases the noise in the image by the factor d,

the x-ray source is either a constant or is Poisson
distributed, then the photons that are emitted from
the source are Poisson distributed with parameter 2Fd + TIM (7)
N, the number of photons emitted. 'Men the
transmission of the beam through the test section is 12 (78 7D)
accounted for by modeling the beam absorption in
the structural steel and molten tin as a sefies of which decreases the signal to noise ratio." The
binomial processes. The beam that exits the test factor d depends on the number of electrons
section is therefore still Poisson distributed, but required to produce a maximum video signal, N.,
with parameter M given by. and the standard deviation of the signal prior to

digitization, SD.

4 The final factor which must be accounted for
M=N-e PS1111) e4p,] (4) is the effect of x-ray scatter on the SNR- Scatter

produces an additive noise to that of the pmary
Recall that the standard deviation of a Poisson photons already accounted for. The scatter reduces
distributed random variable with prameter M is SNR by a factor , which depends on the number
just-the square root of M. of photons in the primary beam, N,,i.,,, the

To account for the glass screen, intensifier, number of photons at the imaging plane due to
and camera, several processes must be included. scatter, Nscarl, and the ratio of glass screen x-ray to
First, the screen must absorb or interact with an light conversion efficiencies for scatter and
incoming photon. This may be modeled as a primary photons, p."
binomial process. Second, the production of light
photons following, x-ray absorption is modeled as a
Poisson process. Then, the intensifier and CCD , (8)
camera are modeled as additional Poisson + p-N ......
distributed amplification stages that account for Npriman

photon to electron and electron to photon
conversions in the intensifier as well as the light
collection efficiency of the camera. This results in Scattered photons are at a lower energy than the
the following expression for signal-to-noise ratio primary photons, so primary photons have a lower
(SNR), absorption probability but a higher ight production

per absorbed photon. p is estimated to be 2 by
vendor supplied data.
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By making worst case assumptions for the X2 (Aa)2

above series f equations one can estimate the FT = 1 + - - (9)
maximum error in our void fraction determination. 2
This results in a relative error of 10% in the
measurement. where ), is the number of mean free paths alone,

the beam direction throuah the test section. An
A second approach to illustrating the effect of expression for this dynamic error is given by"

noise is to determine the minimum size void that
would be detectable in a molten tin pool. A T

common method for a human observer is to Aa= -in eAo(')dt f a(t)dt
determine the size of void required so that contrast f
is five times the noise in the system. For the worst 0 0
case assumptions previously mentioned this results (10)

in a minimum void diameter of 16 mm. However, where -c is the time required to collect one image
initial experiments exhibit better delectability than frame.
this calculation indicates.

The void delectability and image quality are Now, we require a knowledge of the void
also effected by the image unsharpness which can fluctuation with time to estimate the error. Since

this is something we do not know, a reasonablebe attributed to three sources. First, the finite size el .
of the x-ray source focal spot creates a geometric worst case assumption would be to estimate the
unsharpness or penumbra of 0.5 mm. Second, the largest possible fluctuation from the rise velocity
inherent characteristics of the glass screen limit of bubbles in the multiphase mixture. This velocity
resolution as does the Nyquist Criterion. The is estimated to be 240 ± 20 cm/s from
Nyquist Criterion requires that the pixel size of the measurements of bubble movement in ima-e
camera must be smaller than at least 12 the sequences taken at 220 Hz with the Dalsa camera.

detectable void size. The combined estimate for We must then make an assumption regarding
imaging system unsharpness is 25 mm for the
Dalsa camera and 17 mm for the Paultek camera. the way fluctuations occur. For example, a worst
Finally, refraction of the light emitted from the case assumption would be to assume a square
glass screen may introduce a small error but this is wave variation in void size with respect to time.
estimated to be an order of magnitude less than the However, a more reasonable assumption is that
previous effects. Overall, it is evident that noise void size is a linear function of time, at least in
considerations will limit image quality to a much the time interval, 'r. This would be represented by
larger extent than the image unsharpness produced a sawtooth variation in void size. This allows one
in our system. to solve the expression in equation 10. The result is

shown below as equation IL

V. ERRORS DUE TO MIXTURE DYNAMICS I sinh(A(a))

Now that we have examined the effects of Aa = (11)
system noise, scatter, and image unsharpness on A(a)
our visualization and measurement, we must
analyze the effects of the multiphase system By expanding this equation and using only the
dynamics on the measurement accuracy. Perhaps leading terms Harms and Laratta" derive the
the most significant source of error is that due to following expression for the error in void
the motion of tin or void fraction fluctuations measurement,
during the time required to obtain an image. A02 2

T
The fluctuations in the void increase the A = 24 (12)

transmittance of x-rays through the mixture."-"
Therefore, our measurement should overestimate where is the slope of the linear variation in void
the actual void fraction. If one models the void size. From the previous measurement of bubble
fluctuations as variations about a mean, x ± Ax. rise velocity, we can estimate the slope to be 24
then the ransmittance of x-rays is increased by a sec". For a 30% averaze void fraction this would
factor F-, derived by Harms and Laratta,"

result in an overestimation throuah x-ray
measurement of 20% usine the Paultek camera at
a framina rate of 30 Hz. In other words a measured
void fraction of 30% would occur from an actual
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void fraction of approximately 24%. Due to his apparatus. Second, with the exception of the steel
effect, we would expect our void fraction data, the previous studies with molten metals were
measurements to be hicher than those obtained by conducted with materials with significantly larger
the inte-ral methods used in other studies. densities than tin's density. This tends to reduce

the void that develops at any iven gas injection
VI. GAS INJECTION RESULTS rate since the greater density difference between

the gas and molten metal results in more rapid
The first set of experiments were carried out dissipation of the gas core.

with the in ection of nitro en gas without water to
test the calibration method described above and to Both the pool height and density difference
provide comparison to future experiments that will will reduce the static pressure in the test section
include the simultaneous injection of gas and and therefore increase the observed void fraction.
water. The images in these tests were obtained at Third, the previous studies injected -as through a
30 Hz with the high resolution Paultek camera. porous plate rather than a set of tuyeres. The

porous plate yields a much more uniform gas
These initial experiments were conducted with distribution throughout the test volume. The first

II kg of tin at 683 ± IO K. The flow conditions two factors could clearly result in the higher void
and average void fraction for each experiment are fractions we observed, while the effect of the third
shown in table 1. Flow rates are for the combined factor is still unclear.
flow through both tuyeres. The dimensionless gas
velocity, j*, is defined as: A second experimental series using 20-21 ka

of molten tin at approximately 673 K was recently
V completed. This series confirms the significantf el

(13) effect of pool height as exhibited in figure 6.
4 When compared to the data from Gonzalez, Casas

9 and Brockman, the present data at 20-21 kc, areC
P 5n well within the dynamic error due to void

fluctuations in the system predicted above.

where v, is the superficial gas velocity in the test VII CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
section, s, is the tin surface tension, and ps� is

the tin density at the experimental conditions. The experiments conducted in this project

These results may be compared to the integral have demonstrated the ability to measure a two
void fraction measurements made by Gonzalez, dimensional mapping of chordal averaged void
Casas, and Brockman et al."" These three fraction in a multiphase system of gas and a
studies examined the average void fraction in molten metal using a unique application of high
molten metal pools with gas injection from below energy, continuous x-rays. This measurement has
through porous blocks. All three studies used an been applied to an experimental apparatus
average swell or pool height increase due to gas designed to study fuel coolant interactions in the

coolant injection geometry.injection to determine the average void fraction.

It is clearly evident from figure 6 that our Future work will include an expanded
initial data, obtained using 11 kg pools of molten experimental series with greater depths of molten
tin, are at significantly higher void fractions than tin to aid us in determining the explanation of the
those previously measured at similar flow rates in large void fractions measured with our apparatus as
the previous three studies. This is primarily compared to previous authors' studies involving
attributed to three factors in addition to the gas injection into a molten metal. A slight
previously discussed dynamic error. First, the modification of our experimental procedure will
depth of the pool of molten tin in these initial allow the depth of molten tin to be increased to 16
experiments was approximately cm while that cm using approximately 27 kg of tin.

used in the other studies ranged from 14-15 cm for ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Gonzalez's and Casas' studies to 37-48 cm for
Brockman's A lower pool hei-ht was found to

This work is supported by Molten Metalresult in hiaher void fractions by Casas and
Gonzalez in studies with materials other than Technology, Inc. of Waltham. Massachusetts.

molten metals. They were unable to identify this
trend in their molten metal data due to a limited
set of experimental conditions possible with their
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C light to electron conversion factor Science and Technology, 30(7), pp. 2155-
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M lens magnification 9. Theofanus, W. Yuen, S. Angelini, X. Chen, W.

P ratio of light conversion efficiencies Arnarasooriya, and S. Medhekar, "Steam

Vf superficial gas velocity Explosions: Fundamentals and Energetic
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Table I - Gas Injection Data

TEST Tin Mass Gas Velocity Measured Void
(kg) (cm/s) Fraction

0814A 11 7.0 0.42 29.6
0823A 11 8.4 0.51 31.4
0814B 11 9.2 0.55 25.9
0726A 11 12.0 0.72 31.4
0726B 11 13.2 0.79 31.1

I 19C 21 8.1 0.49 26.2
11 19B 21 11.1 0.67 25.8
1 19A 21 12.3 0.74 26.2
0109E 20 5.1 0.31 24.5
0109D 20 7.8 0.47 22.4
0109B 20 10.5 0.63 20.9
0109A 20 10.5 0.63 24.2
0109C 20 11.3 0.68 23.7

+ Void fraction data is not corrected for the estimated measurement error.
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Figure 4 - X-ray image of gas injection of gas at a rate of 12.4 crri/sec 21 kg of molten tiC� C� in at
416'C. White region near the upper right conner is an artificially created region of 100% void.

Figure X-ray image of gas injection of gas at a rate of 92 cm/sec; into I I kg of molten tin at
421 'C. Top edge of the molten tin pool is clearly visible.
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